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2023 Atlantic Hurricane Names
Arlene Harold Ophelia

Bret Idalia Philippe

Cindy Jose Rina

Don Katia Sean

Emily Lee Tammy

Franklin Margot Vince

Gert Nigel Whitney

If we run out of names on the main list, we will go to the supplemental list of names, 
rather than the Greek alphabet



NOaa seasonal hurricane forecast
Average 

is:

14

7

3



Forecast is a SEASONAL and BASIN wide forecast. The 
forecast is for this whole basin from June 1 to November 30!



- We are heading into El Nino: 90+% chance it develops by Fall 

- “Typically” means a quieter hurricane season…

- There is NO strong correlation between El Nino and slow 
GULF tropical seasons. So the storms may not form in the 
Atlantic, but they can still form in the Gulf!

- Last year was La Nina, and we got nothing!

- But sea surface temperatures are also at a record high!

What about el nino???



Strong El Nino Years

1957

1965

It doesn’t matter what 
the forecast is if that 
*one* storm hits us!



1969- Camille

Similar sea surface temp years as what is forecast

2004



Social 
MediA



“Social Mediarologists”

● Just because a forecast goes “viral” 
doesn’t mean it’s likely to happen.

● Individual models constantly create 
tropical systems.

● There is a 175 mile track error out 5 
days. Imagine what that is at 10 days?!

● We will NEVER hide a hurricane from 
you!

● NEVER follow someone who is 
showing just weather models.



What hurricane do you think these images were from?



There was no storm!



How good are the forecasts?

This is a good visual 
representation on how 

large that error is at Day 5. 
Imagine how large it is 

when you see a weather 
model showing it at day 

10?Day 10?



What will we say every time you call us 
and ask “What about that storm the 

models are showing that social media is 
talking out about that’s more than 7 

days out?”

(You can copy and paste this from our first email of 
the season and reuse it every time!)



It is far too soon to discuss any potential impacts due 
to the high level of uncertainty in where/when it 

might develop and where it might move, IF it 
develops at all. We do not issue forecasts more than 7 

days out. Please follow official sources of weather 
information. Please know that our office WILL send 

out email updates if/when there is a reasonable 
threat of tropical activity in the Gulf.  





General Timeline:
When do products 
become available?



7 Days Out

5 Days Out 48 Hours Out

● Tropical Weather Outlook

● NHC Advisory Packages (cone, 
wind speed probabilities, 
TOA)

● SLOSH MOMs and MEOWs*

● Watch/Warning Products
● Hurricane Threats and Impacts 

Graphics
● PSurge/Inundation Forecasts

60 Hours Out*

● PSurge (for select, 
well-behaved storms)

NEW



- Systems will likely be introduced sooner
- They will like move “into” the medium 

and high categories earlier, producing 
longer lead times

- The “blobs” will be larger, especially for 
systems with a fast forward speed

Yes, there could be “more” blobs that “linger” 
longer.

The cone graphic and forecast stays at 5 days 
once a system forms.

7 day Graphical Tropical Weather Outlook (TWO)



Review: The NHC Advisory Cycle
● When no watches/warnings in effect anywhere:

○ Full advisory packages issued at 4a, 10a, 4p, 10p CDT

● When watches/warnings are in effect somewhere:
○ Full advisory packages issued at 4a, 10a, 4p, 10p CDT

○ Intermediate advisories issued at 1a, 7a, 1p, 7p CDT

● When a storm with a well defined eye is within radar range:
○ Full advisory packages issued at 4a, 10a, 4p, 10p CDT

○ Intermediate advisories issued at 1a, 7a, 1p, 7p CDT

○ Position updates issued every hour

Note: local products typically issued 5-15 minutes after the NHC advisory 
package and out briefing slides will be out within an hour. 



Nhc advisory cycle with Watches/Warnings



Nhc advisory cycle with storm near landfall



- How strong the winds will be

- Which hurricane hazard will be the most 
impactful 

- Where the center of the storm is most likely to 
move

- What areas will feel the greatest impacts from 
the storm

- What time the highest impacts will be felt

What information can you find in this graphic?



What the cone actually is

● Represents the most likely path of 
the CENTER of the storm- NO 
forecast of impacts. 

● Created by connecting imaginary 
circles that represent 2/3 the 
average track error over the past 5 
years. 

● Small changes in size every year

● Does NOT change for every storm.



Reminder: The Cone Doesn’t  Tell You About 
Impacts!



Ian Example



How good are the forecasts?

In 2022, 



1. The GFS (American model)

2. The Euro (European model)

3. The ICON (German model)

4. The UKMET (UK model)

5. The HWRF (Hurricane model)

6. I like Spaghetti

7. You shouldn’t.

What weather model should you use for your 
hurricane forecasting?



1954-5
9

- In 2021, no individual model 
performed better than the 
official NHC track forecasts.

- A few consensus aids (dashed 
lines) did slightly outperform 
NHC at early lead times.



1954-5
9

1960-69

1970-79

1980-89

1990-99
2000-09

2010-19

2020-22

- Track 
forecasts 

continue to 
get better but 
note there is a 
150 mile error 
still at Day 5!



Spaghetti Models- pick your favorite line



Wind hazards 
and 
communication



What actions would you take if a Category 
1 storm was making landfall with 20 
inches of rain and 18 feet of surge?

What hazard causes the most loss of life?



The Saffir-Simpson WIND Scale



● Available for 34kt, 50kt, 64kt wind speeds out 5 days
● Remember, low probabilities can be significant!

Wind Speed Probabilities



Based on 1,000 realistic alternative 
scenarios created using:
● Official NHC track and intensity 

forecast
● Historical NHC track and intensity 

forecast errors
● Climatology and persistence wind 

radii model

Uses model spread to account for 
track uncertainty.

HOw are they made?



Hurricane Threats and Impacts Graphics (HTI)

● Probabilistic forecast based on the 
current NHC advisory and accounting for 
reasonable forecast errors

● Wind, Tornado, Surge, Flooding

● Provides the POTENTIAL of what you 
should prepare for- likely will be higher 
than what is in the forecast

● Example from Hurricane Ida 10am 8/28. 



All graphics associated with the 10am CDT forecast 8/28 for Hurricane Ida

Why use HTI’s?

Forecast Track

Actual Track

Red shading is 
deterministic 
hurricane force 
wind swath

Jefferson, St. 
Charles, St. John 
all outside the 
deterministic 
hurricane wind 
swath



● Provides probabilistic time of 
arrival of 34 KT/39 MPH 
winds

● Earliest reasonable is based 
on 10% threshold- 90% 
chance that the storm will 
arrive AFTER the time on the 
graphic. 

● Most likely is based on 50% 
threshold.

Time of Arrival Graphics



Storm 
Surge



● MOMs (maximum of maximums) vary 
category only and are primarily used during 
the off season for planning purposes

● MEOWs (maximum envelope of water) vary 
direction, forward speed, and category and 
can be used in the 3-5 day time frame when 
there is still significant uncertainty about the 
exact track/intensity of a storm

● Available through HVX using the storm surge 
explorer

SLOSH MOMs and MEOWs



Storm Surge Flooding Map

● Based on probabilistic surge 
forecasts

● Provides a reasonable worst 
case inundation at each 
location based on the current 
NHC forecast track and 
intensity.

● Shows how high above ground 
the water is forecast to go, in 3 
feet intervals. 



Peak Storm Surge Forecast Graphic

● Provides potential peak inundation values 
along the open coast

● Not everywhere will see these values

● Does NOT indicate potential depths away 
from the open coast

● Available around advisory time when 
watches/warnings are in effect.



● HTI graphics are also created for the storm 
surge threat

● Because of how they are created, they do 
not show varying depths away from the 
coast effectively

● Mostly representative of possible peak 
values along the open coast

Storm Surge HTI



● Forecasts are deterministic. They do not 
account for errors in the forecast rain 
amounts or locations.

● Typically only include 24 hours of rainfall, 
but we can coordinate with them to request 
a longer duration

● In some cases, the LMRFC can produce 
“contingency forecasts” with extra rainfall

● For sites with a tidal influence, the LMRFC 
does incorporate storm surge into their river 
forecasts as well

● Forecasts available on our website:
https://water.weather.gov/ahps2/index.php?wfo=LIX

River Forecasts



Flooding 
Rain

NOFD



Deterministic Rainfall Forecast (QPF)

● Rainfall forecast graphics for 
tropical systems are created 
with a broader color scale .

● They are hosted on both the 
WPC and NHC website and 
typically include 3 to 5 days of 
rainfall depending on the 
storm.



Excessive Rainfall Outlooks (ERO)

● Describes flash flood threat
● Probabilistic product accounting 

for forecast rainfall, uncertainty 
and antecedent conditions

● High Risk context:
○ 54% result in at least 1 fatality

○ 73% result in at least $1M 
damage



Other 
important 
topics



INdirect Fatalities 2013-2023



Watch/Warnings during tropical

- Storm Surge Watch/Warning**
- Hurricane Watch/Warning**

- Tropical Storm Watch/Warning
- Flood Watch and Flash Flood Warnings**

- Tornado Watches and Tornado Warnings**
- Extreme Wind Warnings**

***These warnings will be alerted via Wireless Emergency Alerts that 
automatically get pushed to cell phones.

Watches are issued 48 hours out and warnings 24 hours. 



Partner Support
Next Update and Contact Information:
The next update will be sent with the 2pm weekly briefing.  If 
you have any questions in the interim or need additional 
information, please do not hesitate to contact us.  We can be 
reached by phone at 504-522-7330 or 985-649-0429.  Use 
extension 4 to speak with a forecaster.  Alternatively, you can 
reach us by email by replying to this message or sending an 
email to sr-lix.forecasters@noaa.gov. Both methods will be 
delivered to the forecasters on shift at the office.



Partner Support



While the graphic can provide a hint at 
where tropical development may occur 
up to two weeks out, it provides no 
information about the future track nor 
potential IMPACTS of anything that 
might develop.

Best used with caution and only as a 
situational awareness tool.

Global Tropics Outlook 
(Issued 2x weekly June-Nov)



Time of Arrival/Departure in HVX

● Right click on a location then choose 
“Create Wind Timing Report”

● Provides earliest reasonable, most 
likely and deterministic time of arrival; 
as well as most likely, latest reasonable, 
and deterministic time of departure

● Available for both 34kt and 50kt winds



www.weather.gov/neworleans

www.weather.gov/srh/tropical?office=lix

www.nhc.noaa.gov

www.facebook.com/NWSNewOrleans

www.twitter.com/NWSNewOrleans

www.weather.gov/lix/embrief 
(includes link to latest briefing slides and recording)

And last but not least… US!  If you’re struggling to put together the pieces, give us a 
call. We’re here to help!

Resources Questions?!?!

Lauren nash
lauren.nash@noaa.gov


